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Last Sunday Governor Sam Brownback signed legislation committing another
$1.5 million, on top of last year’s $1 million, to the APDesign Targeted
Enhancement Initiative aimed at increasing resources for faculty, students and
the revitalization of Seaton Hall. In addition, while not yet guaranteed, the
legislation includes language dedicating $5 million per year from general state
funds beginning in FY 2016. This is the momentum we have needed to move
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"A lot of credit is owed to the interior architecture & product design curriculum
and mindset that equally values the conceptualizing of a design and physically
realizing it as being equally integral components of what makes great design
possible," Lang said.
Design Week is sponsored by a wide range of companies and organization and
ofers speakers, events, competitions and exhibitions, each showing a diferent
facet of design.
Lang is a 2010 graduate of Bellevue East High School in Bellevue.

DEPARTMENT OF ARCHITECTURE

Small Town Studio Awarded K-State Engagement
Honor
The College of Architecture, Planning & Design’s Small Town Studio Eureka
Project has been selected to receive the K-State Excellence in Engagement
award. A review committee composed of both on and of campus stakeholders
was very impressed with the Studio’s close two-year collaboration with
stakeholders and citizens of Eureka, Kansas. The Studio was praised for the
range and immediacy of issues addressed, the development of strong
partnerships, and the intensive level of student involvement in the community.
The Small Town Studio of the Department of Architecture was formed in 2012
by Associate Professor Todd Gabbard to engage rural communities across
Kansas with student-generated visualization services. Small towns are
generally underserved by architects, planners, and designers, said Gabbard,
which makes student involvement in these communities an excellent
opportunity for towns and students alike. “The work with Eureka and other
Kansas communities is an invaluable learning experience for our ffth-year
architecture students,” said Gabbard. “The students’ engagement in the
background work necessary to make an architectural project viable, such as
communicating with clients and stakeholders, building community consensus,
and addressing project implementation, will be of tremendous help as they
move towards the professional world.”
In addition to the Excellence in Engagement Award, the Center of Engagement
and Community Development urged Professor Gabbard to apply for the APLU’s
C. Peter Magrath University Community Engagement Award. This national
award was established to identify colleges and universities that have
redesigned their learning, discovery and engagement functions to become
even more involved with their communities. “Professor Gabbard has been
instrumental in our departmental eforts to work with communities and groups
needing design assistance. By working with these groups our students are able
to demonstrate the value of design and open the door for design
professionals to have a community wide impact. ” said Matt Knox, Head of the
Department of Architecture.
The Small Town Studio has provided services to six Kansas communities,
including Cuba, Pittsburg, Colby, Jamestown and Blue Rapids. The Studio’s
most prominent partnership has been with the city of Eureka, with more than a
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dozen projects completed or ongoing. “Eurekans were very open to the idea of
an architecture design studio taking on the development of projects in town,”
Gabbard said, “and the collaboration is bearing fruit.” The town, Gabbard
notes, has begun to mobilize by setting up a new non-proft, the Eureka
Studio, that will help to pursue student-generated projects after the end of the
semester. “Two local architects, Lester Limon of PKHLS Architecture and
Waylon Arndt of ReEnvision, are working directly with students to help bring
their designs to the level of constructability and will be key agents in making
those projects manifest.” “This is the kind of public/private collaboration that
can make signifcant impact.” said Dean Tim de Noble.
The community-based partnership has been benefcial for everyone involved.
Small towns are often eager to receive new ideas, and architecture students
value the opportunity to gain experience while testing design concepts. A few
projects have already been implemented – the headquarters of the Eureka
Studio on Main Street and Gallery M, an art exhibition space on Third Street,
with several others moving towards implementation. “There is something
inherently optimistic about new construction,” said Gabbard. “Even small
projects can change attitudes and build momentum.”

Gibson's ffth year architectural design studio developing Cool Skin prototypes
for testing

Ted and Sue Knapp Delineation Competition
Awards Eight APDesign Students

MANHATTAN — Work by students from Kansas State University's College of
Architecture, Planning & Design, or APDesign, for the annual Ted and Sue
Knapp Delineation Competition.
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